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001 Kasuga Tamaki

(0% ~ Tamayori, Heart)

002 Onizaki Takuma

(0% ~ 5 Guardian, Star)

003 Atori Mahiro

(0% ~ 5 Guardian, Diamond)

004 ??? (Kasuga Tamaki)

(10% ~ Tamayori, Heart)

If “Five Guardian” attribute

card in play in your play area]

Opp LP down 5%.

005 END Tamayorihime’s Life

(Kasuga Tamaki)

(60% ~ Tamayori, Heart)

[When there are more than 3

“Five Guardians” cards in your

play area], multiply the number

of cards with the trait “Five

Guardians” by 5% and add it to

your LP.

006 ??? (Onizaki Takuma)

(20% ~ 5 Guardian, Star)

Choose two characters in either

player’s Support Area of 20%

Limit or below and send it to

the album.

007 END Last Battle (Onizaki

Takuma)

(60% ~ 5 Guardian, Star)

[When there is a Heart card in

your play area], draw two

cards from your deck, send one

of your opponent’s Event card

to album.

008 ??? (Atori Mahiro)

(20% ~ 5 Guardian, Diamond)

[Where there is a Heart card in

your play area], discard one

card from hand to album, draw

two cards.

009 END ??? (Atori Mahiro)

(60% ~ 5 Guardian, Diamond)

[When there are Star and Cross

cards in the Support Area of

both players], choose up to 5

cards in the Support Area of the

opponent and send it to the

album.

010 ??? (Komura Yuuichi)

(20% ~ 5 Guardian, Moon)

Your opponent draws a card

from their deck and show it to

you. Then your opponent

discards a card from their hand.

011 The Fifth Guardian (Inukai

Shinji)

(10% ~ 5 Guardian, Club)

[If there is a Heart character in

both player’s support area] LP

up 5%.

012 ??? Bishonen (Oomi

Suguru)

(20% ~ 5 Guardian, Spade)

Reveal the top card of deck. If it

contains “Five Guardian”

attribute card, LP up 5%. Put

the card onto your hand.

013 Aria Rozenburg

(20% ~ Logos, Heart)

[When there is a “Logos” in both

player’s support area] the opp

can not draws one less card

during their Morning Phase.

014 ???

(0% ~ Event, Speed)

[When your Main character is

Level 1] LP up 10%.

015 Guardian’s Trust

(10% ~ Event, Speed)

[When there is a support of Star

or Diamond] Draw a card.

016 Meaning of a Fight

(10% ~ Event, Speed)

Select two supports to send to

album, LP up 10%.

017 In Order to Protect

Yourself

(30% ~ Event, Speed)

[When Main Character is Lvl 2

or higher] Send one support

card to album, LP up 10%.

018 Onikirimaru’s Strength

(70% ~ Event, Speed)

[When Main Character is more

than Lvl 3] Send 2 cards from

hand to album, LP up 15%.

019 To Live For An Important

Person

(70% ~ Event, Speed)

[When Partner is Lvl 3 or

higher] Send 3 Support

characters to the album, LP up

15%.

020
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